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ABSTRACT

This allows various timing paths to be sped up at the cost of
possibly signiﬁcant leakage power increase. VDD adjustment
generally does not increase the leakage as much, but has repercussions on both leakage and dynamic power. Furthermore,
these eﬀects on core power occur on top of inherent variations
in leakage power, which can vary signiﬁcantly across cores [14].
Our work takes into account these power discrepancies to
formulate policies for post-silicon adaptivity to meet desired
performance and power budgets. Modern platforms often have
overall goals or conﬁgurable power modes that focus on maximizing the ratio of performance/watt rather than performance
alone. In studying methods toward this goal, our approach is
to turn oﬀ cores that are particularly expensive in terms of
power consumption. For this it is necessary to establish the
appropriate optimal tradeoﬀ points. We seek to quantify these
cutoﬀs depending on the level of variation and execution characteristics of the applications. By giving the system knowledge
of power variation traits through diagnostics, these bounds can
be known or calculated at system runtime and then used to
properly tune performance and power to sustain desired user
demands.
Since chip multiprocessors are becoming a widespread basis
for platforms in the server, desktop, and mobile sectors, we
tailor our analysis toward multicore designs. Modern devices
now run a wide variety of applications, often concurrently, and
must eﬃciently operate depending on their tasks at hand. We
ﬁrst derive an appropriate performance/power tradeoﬀ point
for the case of running 8 programs simultaneously through
multiprogramming. We then extend our analysis to parallel
programs, since multicore designs have become a major motivation factor toward seeing widespread use of parallel applications in all sectors.
We propose that multicore-based systems can adapt readily to meet power-performance requirements. Speciﬁcally, the
core power ratings may be identiﬁed at the time of system
integration, and can even be reconﬁgured through system diagnostics after power ratings change due to long-term depreciation eﬀects. With knowledge of these variations, the system
can choose how to eﬃciently allocate cores to particular tasks
and put cores to sleep if potential additional performance is
not power-eﬃcient. Our speciﬁc contributions are as follows:

Challenges in multicore processor design include meeting demands for performance, power, and reliability. The progression towards deep submicron process technologies entails increasing challenges of process variability resulting in timing instabilities and leakage power variation. This work introduces
an analytical approach for ensuring timing reliability while
meeting the appropriate performance and power demands in
spite of process variation. We validate our analytical model
using Turandot to simulate an 8-core PowerPCTM processor.
We ﬁrst examine a simpliﬁed case of our model on a platform
running independent multiprogrammed workloads consisting
of all 26 of the SPEC 2000 benchmarks. Our simple model accurately predicts the cutoﬀ point with a mean error less than
0.5 W. Next, we extend our analysis to parallel programming
by incorporating Amdahl’s Law in our equations. We use this
relation to establish limit properties of power-performance for
scaling parallel applications, and validate our ﬁndings using 8
applications from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1 [Processor Architectures]: Parallel Architectures; C.4
[Performance of Systems]: Performance Attributes

General Terms
Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Process variation is an ever-increasing challenge in microprocessor design. Deep submicron technologies pose signiﬁcant risks for wider spread in timing paths, as well as variations in leakage power. Within a few technology generations,
it is expected that within-die variations will become more signiﬁcant than die-to-die variations [4], and manifest in multicore chips as core-to-core variations [14]. Architects must
design these chips with appropriate options to ensure reliability while still meeting appropriate performance and power
requirements. This involves fallback modes at the circuit, architectural, and system level.
Some post-silicon circuit techniques can be applied to ensure
valid timing, but these entail non-trivial costs in terms of dynamic and leakage power. Our starting parameter is Pexcess ,
the amount of excess power on a core resulting from inherent
leakage variation or as a side eﬀect of circuit techniques to ensure proper timing. For maximum reliability, two techniques
that ensure accurate timing on process-variant cores are adaptive body bias (ABB) and VDD adjustment [34]. ABB refers
to toggling an additional voltage between the base and source.

• We derive an analytical bound for estimating the amount
of tolerable process variation for multicore policies seeking to maximize performance/watt. These excess power
cutoﬀ values, ranging from 1 to 6 W, are used to decide
when to turn oﬀ extra power-consuming cores.
• We introduce PTCMP, a fast multicore simulation environment, and use this to validate our analysis using
workloads formed from the SPEC 2000 suite.
• We extend our equations to the problem of parallel programming by incorporating Amdahl’s Law, and use the
new derived relation to establish limit properties for powereﬃcient parallel scaling.
• Using extended features of PTCMP we demonstrate these
properties using 8 applications from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite. The high parallel eﬃciency of raytrace, for
example, allows it to increase in performance/power ra-
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Global Design Parameters
Process Technology
35nm
Target Supply Voltage
0.9 V (selectively adjusted for variation)
Clock Rate
2.4 GHz
Organization
8-core, shared L2 cache
Core Conﬁguration
Reservation Stations
Int queue (2x20), FP queue (2x5), Mem
queue (2x20)
Functional Units
2 FXU, 2 FPU, 2 LSU, 1 BXU
Physical Registers
80 GPR, 72 FPR, 60 SPR, 32 CCR
Branch Predictor
16K-entry bimodal, gshare, selector
Memory Hierarchy
L1 Dcache
32 KB, 2-way, 128 byte blocks, 1-cycle latency, 15-cycle snoop latency
L1 Icache
64 KB, 2-way, 128 byte blocks, 1-cycle latency
L2 cache
8 MB, 4-way LRU, 128 byte blocks, 9-cycle
latency
Main Memory
80-cycle latency

Fortunately, from an implementation perspective these can be
dealt with independently. We implement modeled lock synchronization (not to be confused with the implementation’s
internal synchronization) and a MESI cache coherence protocol [28] to maintain memory consistency across each core’s
local cache with respect to the shared L2 cache.
We use Amber’s thread synchronization tracing system in
order to accurately track the status of pthread-based mutexes
and condition variables. Our trace-driven simulator then models stalls for individual threads when such thread-communication
dependencies are detected.
For shared memory coherence we implement a MESI [28]
cache-coherence protocol to allow private copies of data in each
core’s local data cache. The data coherence is with respect
to the shared L2 cache. We have correspondingly extended
PowerTimer to account for the energy cost of cache snoop
traﬃc.

Table 1: Design parameters for modeled 8-core CPU.
tio by running on as many as 7 cores although this maximum is easily oﬀset by power variation beyond 0.28 W.

2.5

2. EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
2.1 Architectural Model
We use an enhanced version of Turandot [26] and PowerTimer [5] to model performance and power of an 8-core
PowerPCTM processor. Our cycle-level simulator also incorporates HotSpot version 2.0 [13, 32] in order to model the
temperature-dependence of leakage power from various components. Our process and architectural parameters are given
in Table 1.
We assume ABB and adaptive VDD can be applied at the
granularity of individual cores, ensuring timing correctness
while bringing some cores beyond their normally allowed power
speciﬁcation.

2.2

3.

POWER-PERFORMANCE OF MULTIPROGRAMMED WORKLOADS
3.1 Analysis
We seek to maximize the throughput/energy ratio in spite
of excess power on cores due to process variation, deﬁned as
Pexcess . This excess power can arise due to inherent leakage
variation but also as an after-eﬀect of circuit techniques applied to ensure timing reliability. Speciﬁcally, cores that do
not meet timing requirements at the time of manufacture can
be receive ABB or VDD adjustments, but this may cause these
cores to go beyond its speciﬁed power limit [34].
ABB, when applied in forward mode, involves placing a positive bias between the body and source. Thus, these two techniques may be best used in combination to ensure timing requirements. This does not increase the dynamic switching
power, but increases leakage power signiﬁcantly more than
VDD adjustment [34]. Thus, these techniques may be best
used in combination to ensure timing requirements.
For a given timing adjustment the supply voltage must be
scaled up roughly linearly, resulting in an approximately linear
increase in leakage power and quadratic increase in dynamic
power. For cores which already meet their timing requirements
with suﬃcient slack, we may also apply ABB in reverse (known
as reverse body bias, RBB) or lower VDD in order to save
power. Even in a fortunate scenario where all cores have some
timing slack, the degree to which ABB or VDD adjustment
can be applied will diﬀer across cores. This combined with
inherent leakage variation results in a set of cores on one die
with possibly very diﬀerent power characteristics.
For the purpose of managing these resultant power variations, the metric we aim to maximize is the ratio of performance/watt, a current focus for modern server applications
[18] and one of the primary concerns for mobile platforms.
We have also considered some more complex scenarios such
as minimizing power for a ﬁxed performance deadline or maximizing performance for a ﬁxed power budget. These other
analysis routes are interesting areas for future study, but for
simplicity we have chosen to focus on maximizing the performance/power ratio.

Simulation Setup

This work introduces Parallel Turandot CMP (PTCMP),
our cycle-level simulator. Unlike its predecessor Turandot
CMP [21], PTCMP is programmed with POSIX threads rather
than process forking to achieve lightweight synchronization
and parallel speedup. This infrastructure is an alternative
to Zauber [22], which also avoids slowdown in the fork-based
Turandot CMP, but by using a non-cycle-accurate approximation. Our method maintains all necessary cycle-level communication. PTCMP is able to test various combinations of CMP
and SMT conﬁgurations without limits on the number of cores
that have been vexing for some prior simulators. The maintained cycle-level communication not only aids with accurate
modeling of shared cache contention, but is also necessary for
other enhancements described below.
Like its predecessors, PTCMP also incorporates online calculations for power and temperature through integration with
PowerTimer and HotSpot.

2.3

Benchmarks

We use all 26 benchmarks from the SPEC 2000 benchmark
suite [12] to formulate several 8-program workloads. These
programs are traced with Aria [26] in their appropriate SimPoint [30] intervals. The SPLASH-2 applications, on the other
hand, are traced using the Amber tool on Mac OS X [2] from
the beginning to end of their complete algorithm executions.

2.4

Metrics

We are most interested in the metric of performance per
watt. Since we use SimPoint-generated [30] subsections of the
SPEC 2000 suite and some benchmarks may complete in different proportions depending on system properties, we use the
weighted speedup metric [33] in order to measure performance.
This eﬀectively takes the sum of the programs’ executions relative to their baseline single-threaded performance on our processor.
For our parallel program experiments, we use complete executions of 8 benchmarks from the SPLASH-2 suite. Because
these are run to completion, in Section 4 we simply use the
speedup ratio relative to the performance of a single node.

The next section describes our experiment and simulation
methodology. Section 3 provides our analytical model and
simulations for multiprogrammed workloads, while Section 4
extends our analysis and validation to parallel programs. Section 5 covers related work and Section 6 oﬀers our conclusions.

Modeling Thread Synchronization and
Coherence

There are two main issues in our extensions to Turandot for
parallel program simulation: synchronization and coherency.
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integer-only

Our approach is to ﬁnd the appropriate cutoﬀ point such
that a system may decide to turn a power-hungry core oﬀ.
There may often be a beneﬁt to retaining an extra powerhungry core, since more running cores can help amortize power
cost of dynamic and leakage power from shared resources such
as the L2 cache.
We wish to see the appropriate cutoﬀ point for when this
core oﬀers enough performance to make its wattage worthwhile, versus when we should put this core into sleep mode
and make do with the remaining resources. Our criteria for
when a core should be disabled can be stated in terms of an
inequality relating the performance/power ratio of N cores to
N − 1 cores, as follows:
perfN −1
perfN
≤
powerN &excess
powerN −1

FP-only
memory-bound
CPU-bound
mix1
mix2

Table 2: Various 8-program workloads consisting of
SPEC benchmarks for our experiments.
In this case, the amount of room for power variation increases
linearly with Pshar . Similarly, with N in the denominator,
increasing the number of active cores takes care of amortizing
these costs and hence reduces room for large values of Pexcess .
In our validation experiments, we use Equation 3 to account
for variation in shared cache power, but our results in Section
3.3 do conﬁrm this insight of amortized shared power costs
with varying N .

(1)

Here, perfN and powerN &excess represent the performance of
power of the full processor with all N cores used, including
the core with excess power. The corresponding perfN −1 and
powerN −1 represent those values when the N th core (sorted
from lowest to highest excess power) is turned oﬀ. We then
expand the condition of Equation 1 as such:

3.2

N
)Pshar,N −1 − Pshar,N
N −1

3.3

Pshar
N −1

Results

Our validation uses the workloads listed in Table 2. However, when a lower power mode is entered by putting one core
to sleep, one corresponding benchmark must be removed from
the workload. In each case, we remove the median benchmark in terms of core power consumption, in order to ensure
its value of Pcore reasonably matches the average core power.
For example in the mix1 workload, ammp is moderate in terms
of power consumption and so is absent in the N = 7 case.
Modern process technologies create a roughly Gaussian distribution of product bins with nontrivial quantities of processors in bins for poor timing performance when using default
voltage settings. Thus, our analysis needs to explore power
excesses ranging from zero to as much as 50% in excess of
the target core power. Figure 1 shows the performance/power
ratio across various values of Pexcess for N = 6 and N = 8,
respectively. Each arrow represents the change in overall performance/power ratio due to turning oﬀ one core. Speciﬁcally,
the lengths of the arrows represent the magnitude of gains or
losses in the ratio due to dropping to a conﬁguration of N − 1
cores. The boxes and cross-marks distinguish whether the analytical criterion in Equation 3 is satisﬁed or not. In these two
ﬁgures, all non-satisfying cases result in a decrease in performance/power while almost all criterion-satisﬁed cases result
in an improvement. The Y axes shows a relevant subrange for
which the ratio rises or falls in this region.
Notably, the observed and predicted safe ranges for Pexcess
are somewhat larger in the 6-program case than the 8-program
one. This is an example of the diﬀerence in amortized shared
power costs as we have described in Section 3.1. The smaller
N conﬁguration gives a larger safe range for Pexcess , and we
observe this in most cases of reduced N for all workloads.
Furthermore, for a given 8-core processor the probability of
having a dangerously large excess power remaining after shutting down 3 cores is unlikely as those cores were already likely
to be the most power-hungry ones. The obvious drawback in
the mode with less active cores, as shown in Figure 1(a), is
that this conﬁguration has a lower overall performance/power
ratio. Thus, our most relevant cases lie with using all 8 cores.
For clarity we have performed our tests assuming only a single process-variant core, but our equations can also apply to
variance across multiple cores. In the case of multiple variations, Pcore would refer to the average power of the N − 1
lower power cores, while Pexcess still represents the diﬀerence

(3)

This equation states our criterion in a relatively simple manner, by depending only on the power cost of shared resources
but not the baseline core power nor contention factors. In
essence, we plan to turn oﬀ any cores for which Equation 3
is true. This is one of our key insights that we utilize and
validate.
If the condition of Equation 3 were to be checked and acted
upon dynamically, this would require knowing the value of
Pexcess , which is calculated per core relative to the average
across all cores, and Pshar . Direct power measurement, such
as used in Intel’s Foxton technology [27], could be done individually on all cores and the shared cache in order to provide
the numerical input for these calculations.
While not readily apparent from Equation 3, a general characteristic of the cutoﬀ point is that it increases roughly linearly
with respect to the power cost of shared resources. This can
be seen more clearly in the simplest case. When Pshar does
not vary signiﬁcantly with respect to N , the expression in
Equation 3 simpliﬁes down to:
Pexcess ≥

Test Workloads

We examine six characteristic workloads for the purpose
of conﬁrming our power-performance tradeoﬀ analysis in the
multiprogramming case. Our speciﬁed workloads are grouped
as shown in Table 2. The ﬁrst four workloads have benchmarks
selected for the purposes as listed in the table. The remaining
two workloads are formulated to include all remaining SPEC
benchmarks.

N perf1 αN
(N − 1)perf1 αN −1
≤
N Pcore + Pexcess + Pshar,N
(N − 1)Pcore + Pshar,N −1
(2)
where N represents the number of active cores, Pcore denotes
average core power, Pshar denotes power shared among cores,
such as power consumed by the L2 cache, and α represents a
speed factor to take resource contention into account. Various
elements such as Pshar are subscripted to indicate they have
a speciﬁc value for diﬀerent core conﬁgurations, while others
such as Pcore are taken as constant across diﬀerent values of N .
In fact we assume only a single value of Pcore , since core power
tends to vary signiﬁcantly less than cache and interconnect
power.
α is a factor typically less than 1. It represents the slowdown
caused by contention on shared resources, a critical design
element of CMPs. If there is little shared cache or memory
contention, it becomes likely that α ≈ 1 [21]. This property
does not hold for memory-intensive benchmarks, so we use the
much weaker assumption that ααNN−1 ≈ 1, which says that the
incremental contention from an additional core is reasonably
small for moderately sized N .
Solving for Pexcess under these conditions, this results in:
Pexcess ≥ (

bzip2, crafty, eon, gcc, parser, perlbmk, vortex,
vpr
applu, equake, galgel, mesa, mgrid, sixtrack, swim,
wupwise
ammp, applu, art, gap, lucas, mgrid, swim, twolf
apsi, eon, equake, fma3d, gcc, gzip, mesa, sixtrack
ammp, crafty, facerec, galgel, mcf, parser, vpr,
wupwise
applu, apsi, eon, gap, gcc, gzip, lucas, twolf

(4)
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workload (N = 8)
integer-only
FP-only
memory-bound
CPU-bound
mix1
mix2

0.0555
Pexcess < N / (N - 1) * Pshar,N-1 - Pshar,N
Pexcess >= N / (N - 1) * Pshar,N-1 - Pshar,N

Weighted Speedup / Power (W-1)

0.055
0.0545
0.054

0.053
0.0525

with multiple power modes, and feasibly a highest power mode
may seek to maximize performance and still have use for the
core in some situations, while a lower power mode may aim to
maximize performance/watt as has been the goal in our work.

0.052
0.0515

1

2

3
4
Pexcess on Nth core (W)

5

6

7

4.

POWER-PERFORMANCE OF PARALLEL
APPLICATIONS
4.1 Analysis

(a) mix1, N = 6
0.06
Pexcess < N / (N - 1) * Pshar,N-1 - Pshar,N
Pexcess >= N / (N - 1) * Pshar,N-1 - Pshar,N

Weighted Speedup / Power (W-1)

0.0595

Our analysis here uses much of the same methodology as
in Section 3.1. A key diﬀerence is that our speed factor is no
longer αN N , which is eﬀectively linear, but rather dictated
strongly by Amdahl’s Law for parallel computation. The vast
topic of parallel computation can certainly entail many complex versions of Amdahl’s Law [11, 24, 31], but we choose the
most basic form as suﬃcient for our analysis:

0.059
0.0585
0.058
0.0575
0.057

speedupN =

0.0565
0.056
0

1

2

3
4
Pexcess on Nth core (W)

5

6

1
s + 1−s
N

(5)

where s represents the fraction of sequential/serial computation that cannot be parallelized, and likewise (1−s) represents
that fraction that can be parallelized. The value of s is an important important application characteristic in deciding optimal performance tradeoﬀs. Using this, we perform an analysis
similar to that used in Section 3.1. We evaluate Equation 1
and solve for Pexcess as follows:

7

(b) mix1, N = 8
Figure 1: Performance/power ratio impacts due to
sleeping an additional core when running the mix1
workload.

1
s+ 1−s
N

between the default power consumption of the most consuming core and that average.
We have summarized the cutoﬀ points and our analytical
criterion’s margin of error for all workloads in Table 3. Error
in this sense refers to the small range where our analytical criterion would make an incorrect system decision, such as turning oﬀ a core but resulting in reduced performance/power or
not disabling a core when it should have. Equation 3 predicts
the correct Pexcess cutoﬀ points with a mean squared error of
less than 0.5 W. For perspective, the target design power for
the entire processor is around 90 watts, where each core consumes about 8 watts. Total L2 cache and bus power ranges
from 10 watts to 40 watts. At low access rates, the shared
cache primarily consumes leakage power, while at high cache
activity the total L2 power consumption is mainly reﬂected by
the rate of cache accesses.

3.4

model agreement
−0.04 W
+0.95 W
−0.09 W
−0.01 W
+0.39 W
−0.29 W

Table 3: Summary of Pexcess cutoﬀs and respective agreement with analytical model for multiprogrammed workloads (all N = 8).

0.0535

0.051
0

Pexcess cutoﬀ
1.25 W
3.88 W
5.61 W
3.48 W
3.77 W
2.06 W

perf1

N Pcore + Pexcess + Pshar,N

Pexcess ≥

1−s
N −1
+ 1−s
N

s+
s

≤

1
1−s
s+ N
−1

perf1

(N − 1)Pcore + Pshar,N −1
(6)

[(N −1)Pcore +Pshar,N −1 ]−N Pcore −Pshar,N

(7)
The above relation is more complex than the properties found
in Section 3, but we can use it to study several properties
of parallel programs. Because this criterion relies heavily on
s, which is an empirical constant that varies not only from
benchmark to benchmark but even within diﬀerent conﬁgurations for a single benchmark, it cannot used to accurately
predict cutoﬀ points as we had done in Section 3. It does, however, have distinct limit properties that give us much insight
to the general power behavior of parallel applications.
First, Equation 7 is actually a special case of its analog for
the multiprogram analysis. When s = 0, this represents that
the application is completely parallelizable with no penalty
of dependencies or contention. Substituting s = 0 into the
expression and simplifying yields exactly Equation 3.
On the other hand, the case of s = 1 represents the worst
case of limited parallel speedup, where a program will not run
any faster on multiple cores as compared to just one. If we substitute in s = 1, the expression evaluates to Pexcess ≥ −Pcore ,
which is always true and conﬁrms that in such a speciﬁc situation reducing the execution down to a single core will always
increase the performance/power ratio. Thus, in order to seek
a Pexcess cutoﬀ that is greater than zero, it helps if s  1.
Next, always of interest in parallel programming problems
are the limits of scaling up to large values of N . Taking the
limit for large N with a nonzero value of s results in the fol-

Underlying Themes

Our validation experiments have focused on only CPU power,
but system designers may wish to include the full power cost
of other resources including RAM, chipsets, memory-buﬀering
add-ons, and other essentials. Equation 4 describes the general trend of how including all these elements generally serves
to raise the cutoﬀ point, due to better amortizing shared costs.
This is one way to conﬁrm general intuition regarding power
eﬃciency of multicore designs.
On the ﬂip side, Equation 4 also denotes an inverse relation
between the Pexcess cutoﬀ and the number of cores. In the
future, if multicore designs can feasibly can scale up to many
more cores, this increases the chance that one core may become
no longer worthwhile to use in the goal of maximizing performance/power. Even so, modern mobile platforms are designed
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application
barnes
cholesky
fmm
lu
radiosity
raytrace
water-nsquared
water-spatial

Pexcess 0.28 W

0.09

Speedup / Power (W -1)

0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03

0.01

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

N (number of active cores)

(a) raytrace, best performance/power ratio at
N = 7.

Speedup / Power (W-1)

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
P_excess = 0
P_excess = 4.85 W (cutoff)

0.02

P_excess = 8.00 W

0.01
0
1

2

3
4
5
6
N (number of active cores)

7

8

(b) cholesky, best performance/power ratio at
N = 2.
Figure 2: Performance/power for two benchmarks
across varying N and varying Pexcess at the value of
N providing the highest performance/power ratio for
each benchmark.
lowing suboptimality condition:
Pexcess ≥ Pshar,N −1 − Pshar,N − Pcore

(8)

Since typically Pshar,N ≥ Pshar,N −1 this relation almost always also evaluates to a negative cutoﬀ value for Pexcess ,
meaning that the performance/power ratio only decreases after going beyond some ﬁnite N . Intuitively, we would thus expect a plot of this ratio vs increasing N to be a concave-down
function that begins to decrease after leveling oﬀ. Furthermore, if the performance/power ratio grows only slowly before
reaching this peak, we would expect a smaller allowable range
for Pexcess , as compared to the values found in Section 3 where
the ratio would continue growing even up through N = 8.

4.2

Pexcess cutoﬀ
2.02 W
4.85 W
1.41 W
1.34 W
6.04 W
0.28 W
2.03 W
9.15 W

power eﬃciency for possible values of Pexcess at the otherwise optimal performance/watt point. In the ﬁrst example
(raytrace), we see a best conﬁguration at N = 7, with only
a small allowable range of power variation. In the second example (cholesky), we see good power eﬃciency occurring not
beyond 2 cores. This is largely in part due to this algorithm’s
large serial portion [36].
The non-smooth patterns in the cholesky graph reveal other
notable eﬀects. In particular, core conﬁgurations that are not
set as a power of 2 each take an additional performance reduction, consequently resulting in poorer performance/power. In
fact, most of our benchmarks were found to show some degree
of performance preference towards power-of-2 thread counts.
This can be explained by non-ideal realities such as cache
alignment. Such additional factors aﬀecting performance have
a rather direct eﬀect on the performance/power ratio.
One diﬀerence between our results here as compared to Section 3 is that limitations are reached at a ﬁnite number of
cores, as formulated by our analysis in Section 4.1. Our results
for all parallel programs are summarized in Table 4. Individual s values used in our calculations for various benchmarks
are calculated from the best ﬁt according to speedups obtained
through our simulations. However, we have also tested these
programs on a real 8-way SMP system to conﬁrm similar respective parallel speedup characteristics.
There are a few interesting cases shown. For one, lu’s characteristics best ﬁt a negative value of s, meaning it received
super-linear speedup with respect to N in some cases. This
is unusual, although not impossible, as many complex eﬀects
such as improved cache hit ratios can combine for such a result.
Second, radiosity and water-spatial have unusually high
allowable Pexcess ranges for their optimal core conﬁgurations.
The reason for this seems to be due to an interplay of effects that just happen to cause peak performance—possibly
more due to negative eﬀects on the adjacent conﬁgurations—
at these choices of N for these two benchmarks.
Overall, these results conﬁrm much of the intuitive limit
behavior speciﬁed by our analytical formulation. However,
unlike in Section 3, this formulation cannot accurately predict the numerical value of Pexcess at any given ﬁnite point.
These deviations from the analytical prediction are due to
many application-speciﬁc non-ideal factors. A power-eﬃcient
multicore system design can take advantage of estimates based
on the limit behaviors we have formulated, but an interesting
topic for future study would be how a dynamic policy would
adjust estimates to take into account application-speciﬁc special cases. Such a policy would not only utilize direct measurement of core power, as needed in the multiprogrammed
case of Section 3, but also involve performance monitoring to
track parallel eﬃciencies.

0
1

max N
7
2
5
8
6
7
8
4

Table 4: Experimental results for SPLASH-2 benchmarks, showing most power-eﬃcient N , cutoﬀ for
Pexcess at that conﬁguration, and each benchmark’s
corresponding s value.

P_excess= 0
P_excess = 0.28 W (cutoff)
P_excess = 5.00 W

0.02

s
0.039
0.254
0.066
-0.009
0.083
0.044
0.025
0.019

Results

We use 8 of the 12 benchmarks from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [36]. Although we have actually conducted experiments with all 12 programs, three of the benchmarks—ocean,
fft and radix—are algorithmically restricted from running a
number of threads that is not a power of 2. To show clear
tradeoﬀs across the number of cores we have focused only on
other benchmarks which do provide this ﬂexibility. Among
the remaining 9 benchmarks, volrend’s runtimes are an order
of magnitude longer than that of other programs, so we have
focused on the remaining 8.
We use only the true execution phase of each SPLASH-2
benchmark run for our timing and power measurements. This
phase begins after creation of all child threads and ends upon
their completion, but does not include any long initialization
phases beforehand nor the section of code at the end of each
benchmark that generates a summary report.
Figure 2 gives examples of varying performance/power ratios with respect to N and Pexcess . In each case, the main
curve spanning all core counts assumes zero power excess on
all cores. The two additional lines represent the change in

5.
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applications [3, 8, 15, 19, 20]. To the best of our knowledge,
however, ours is the ﬁrst to examine these problems in the
context of process variation.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Our work presents a foundation for power-performance optimization in the face of process variation challenges. We have
formulated a simple analytical condition relating the shared
power costs to predict an optimal cutoﬀ point for turning oﬀ
extra cores. Using PTCMP to model an 8-core processor, we
have shown our model agrees on average within 0.5 W for the
basic case of multiprogrammed workloads. Pexcess cutoﬀ values on our simulated processor range from 1 to 6 W depending
on the workloads at hand.
Our analysis has been extended to parallel programming,
a more complex problem that is relevant as software in the
server, desktop, and mobile sectors all toward more common
use of multithreaded applications. We have shown that our
equations can be augmented to incorporate Amdahl’s Law.
Using the parameter s to represent each application’s fraction of sequential execution, we have formulated a model to
predict limit property trends across a range of parameters and
demonstrated these properties on the SPLASH-2 benchmarks.
The purpose for ﬁnding these appropriate tradeoﬀ points
comes from a system design perspective. If a system is aware
of its inter-component dynamic and leakage power excesses,
it can make variation-aware decisions for allocating cores in a
power-eﬃcient manner. For future work, we intend to combine
our on-oﬀ mechanism with dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling and dynamic ABB to cover a more exhaustive power
management design space. In an age when portable devices
may execute diﬀerent types of applications, such techniques
are necessary to provide appropriate tradeoﬀs in performance
and power in spite of diﬀerent application characteristics and
process variations.
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